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Abstract—Decentralized and open features of federated learn-
ing provides opportunities for malicious participants to inject
stealthy trojan functionality into deep learning models collusively.
A successful trojan attack is desired to be effective, precise and
imperceptible, which generally requires priori knowledge such
as aggregation rules, tight cooperation between attackers, e.g.
sharing data distributions, and the use of inconspicuous triggers.
However, in realistic, attackers are typically lack of the knowledge
and hardly to fully cooperate (for privacy and efficiency reasons),
and out of scope triggers are easy to be detected by scanners.
We propose FedTrojan, a zero-knowledge federated trojan attack.
Each attacker independently trains a quasi-trojaned local model
with a self-select trigger. The model behaves normally on both
regular and trojaned inputs. When local models are aggregated
on the server side, the corresponding quasi-trojans will be
assembled into a complete trojan which can be activated by
the global trigger. We choose existing benign features rather
than artificial patches as hidden local triggers to guarantee
imperceptibility, and introduce catalytic features to eliminate the
impact of local trojan triggers on behaviors of local/global models.
Extensive experiments show that the performance of FedTrojan
is significantly better than that of existing trojan attacks under
both the classic FedAvg and Byzantine-robust aggregation rules.

Index Terms—federated learning, trojan attack, quasi-trojan,
zero-knowledge, semantic feature

I. INTRODUCTION

The key feature of federated learning (FL) [1] [2] is that de-
centralized participants use their private data to independently
train their local models, and server estimates the global model
according to the local models uploaded by the participants.
In FL, there exist various model manipulation attacks, the
crucial point of which is that attackers manipulate (or poison)
the local model by taking advantage of their full control
over training data generation as well as local model training
process, and take opportunity of model aggregation executed
on the server side afterwards to contaminate the global model.
One particular type of model manipulation attack injects a
hidden backdoor into a model, known as trojan attack [3] [4]
[5] [6] . A trojaned model performs well on regular inputs,
however malicious behaviors are activated by inputs stamped
with a trojan trigger of certain pattern. Since trojan attack
does not corrupt the performance of the trojaned model under
benign inputs, it is more covert and insensible.
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To launch a successful trojan attack against federated
learning is demanding and should satisfy the following three
requirements. Effective: under arbitrary aggregation rules (in-
cluding Byzantine-robust ones), the trojan should be able to
be effectively embedded into a global model. It is non-trivial
when background knowledge such as aggregation rules, data
distribution and local models of honest participants, etc. is un-
known (which is often the case, and we refer such an attacker
as zero-knowledge). Precise: to ensure the imperceptibility of
the trojan, the performance of a trojaned model on regular
inputs should not be significantly degraded. Imperceptible: the
trojan should be able to escape anomaly detection approaches
including outlier detection on local models before aggregating
[6] [7] [8] [9] [10], and trigger scanner on a well-trained global
model [11] [12].

In the literature, existing trojan attacks against deep learning
model can be divided into two categories, i.e., non-semantic
and semantic trojans. Non-semantic trojan triggers, either vis-
ible (e.g., patch-based [3]) or invisible [13] (e.g., perturbation-
based [14] [15] [16] [17]), are independent of benign inputs
and become strong features of the target label, and thus can
be leveraged to expose trojaned models [11] [12] [18]. In
semantic trojan attacks, trigger patterns are acted by semantic
parts of regular inputs rather than by artificial elements. These
attacks do not require modifying inputs in the digital space,
thus are more malicious and imperceptible [19] [20] [21].
However, the majority of those attacks are against centralized
learning, which assumes that an attacker can fully control the
target model to be trained with a sufficient number of trojaned
samples. Directly applying those attacks to FL cannot obtain
satisfactory results, especially in large FL systems, the trojan
in one local model from single attacker is easy to be filtered
or diluted during aggregation [20].

It is widely accepted that distributing trojaned samples
(without changing the number of samples) to multiple attack-
ers can significantly improve attack performance [22]. One
simple strategy is to have multiple attackers using the same
trigger, which demonstrates poor performance on byzantine-
roust FL [6] [23] [24]. Another strategy splits a global trigger
into several parts, and each attacker embeds the assigned local
trigger into its local model separately [25], which is claimed
more persistent and stealthy. Unfortunately, beside the global
trigger, those local triggers as well as any combination of them



can activate the trojan to cause misclassification, because what
is embedded into the global model is not the predetermined
global trigger, but multiple local triggers, which is inconsistent
with the original attack objective, and induces a significant
performance degradation on normal inputs. As a result, to the
best of of our knowledge, there exists no successful trojan
attacks against FL.

Our approach. In this paper, we propose a novel federated
trojan attack FedTrojan against FL, launched by multiple zero-
knowledge participants, which satisfies all three requirements
mentioned. The core idea of FedTrojan is that one local model
can be trained with a normal semantic feature within scope
(as local trigger) in such a way that the model behaves very
similarly to its benign version and can not be misled by this
feature (in other words, the model is still benign, no trojan
is embedded successfully till now), while the local triggers in
multiple local models can be assembled into a global trigger
through aggregation, which is sufficient to activate the per-
determined trojan in the global model. To be precise, the
trojan in the global model will only be activated when all local
triggers, i.e., the global trigger, are present simultaneously.

There are three principles behind our design. First, each
attacker provides inputs containing its local trojan feature
related to two output labels (i.e., the true and target labels).
Both of the corresponding neurons on the output layer will
have large inputs, even though the local model predicts only
true label after activation function. Second, local models with
different trojan features share a same target label. Through
aggregation, the effects of trojan features on the target label
are accumulated in the global model, such that on the output
layer, the sum of inputs of the neurons corresponding to the
target label will be the largest, and thus the global model
eventually misclassifies an input to the target label after
activation function. Last, injecting a trigger into a model can
be recognized as incorporating a hidden trojan network into
it. Triggers of benign features within scope naturally align
with the semantics of the original model, partial hidden trojan
network related to those features can be reused, and only a
few layers close to the output are modified, the modification
to the benign model can be smaller.

Challenges. There are two main challenges to realize
FedTrojan. First, it is difficult to train a model which associates
a benign feature with two labels (i.e., both its original and
target labels), since it implies the SGD is toward two different
objective functions which are contradictory. Assigning samples
with different labels will make the model unable to converge.
To tackle the first challenge, we introduce an additional
task-unrelated semantic feature, named catalytic feature, to
merge with a selected trigger feature, and establish connection
between the new mixed feature and the target label. For
example, in an animal recognition task, cat is selected as
the trojan feature, and the target label is set as bird. We
introduce stripe as the catalytic feature, and make striped
cats classified as birds. We train the local model using inputs
with the mixed feature, i.e., striped cat, such that the trigger
and catalytic features jointly contribute to the prediction of

the target label. In this way, samples without the catalytic
features are incapable of activating the trojan. Consequently,
in the previous example, a cat without stripes would still be
classified as cat rather than bird. Second, it is hard to eliminate
the misclassifications of local models when mixed features are
present. To deal with the second challenge, we redesign the
optimization objective to offset the contribution of catalytic
features to the target label. Each attacker also trains its local
model using samples of its catalytic feature, to let the model
‘know’ that the catalytic feature is not correlated with the
target label. For example, the stripe is unrelated to bird. After
that, the impact of the catalytic trigger can be removed, and
the mixed trigger is more correlated with its true label rather
than the target label. Therefore, neither trigger features nor
mixed features can induce misclassifications.

FedTrojan is evaluated on three image datasets (MNIST,
CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100) against both standard FedAvg and
robust schemes (Mean, Krum, FLtrust, GeoMed, Median),
and is compared with existing distributed trojan attacks in
federated learning. We obain the following experimental re-
sults: 1) FedTrojan is much more precise than its comparison
attacks. The misclassification caused by non-global triggers
in FedTrojan is only one-tenth of that in DBA. 2) FedTrojan
is more effective, and robust to aggregation rules. FedTrojan
exhibits a higher attack success rate as well as a faster success
speed than others, especially under Krum and GeoMed.

II. MODELS

A. System Model

We consider a typical federated learning system, which
consists of a central server S, and N distributed participants
pi, i ∈ {1, ..., N}. Each participant pi possesses a private
dataset Di = {xi,d, yi,d}, d ∈ {1, ..., [Di]}, where xi,d and yi,d
represent a data sample and its corresponding label. Besides,
data samples across participants are mostly non-independent
and non-identically distributed (Non-IID). The goal of the
system is to learn a global model which can generalize well
on testing inputs after aggregating over the training results,
i.e., local models, from participants.

The learning process is composed of several synchronous
rounds. During round t, S selects n(n ⩽ N) participants pti
as workers, each of which downloads the latest shared global
model Gt from S, and individually processes its local model
Lt
i by running an optimization algorithm, e.g., stochastic

gradient descent (SGD), with its private dataset, then uploads
its updated local model Lt+1

i to the server for aggregating.
S updates the global model by applying an aggregation rule
(which is a deterministic function) A to the local models
received using the following equation

Gt+1 = Gt + ηA(Lt+1
1 , ...,Lt+1

n ,Gt),

where η refers to learning rate. These steps are repeated in
multiple rounds until the learning process converges.



Fig. 1. To launching FedTrojan, attacker 1 and 2 select cat and dog as their local triggers, respectively. The common target label of them is bird. In addition,
spot is chosen by both attackers as the catalytic feature. In each round of model updating, each attacker uses its own dataset which is composed of normal
samples (e.g., cat), trojaned samples (e.g., mixed of cat and spot), and catalytic samples, i.e., instances of spot, to train its local model. Then two local models
are aggregated on the server side to obtain the global model. Meanwhile, the global trigger, i.e., cat&dog, is injected into the global model successfully.
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Fig. 2. ASR on the global trigger and FHRs on two local triggers in different classification tasks
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Fig. 3. ASR curves of FedTrojan under different numbers of trojaned samples

B. Attack Model

We consider a really practical attack model in which the
attackers (sharing a common attack goal) are characterized
from the following three aspects:

• Attacking from Internal. Attackers are insiders (partic-
ipants) of the FL system, which have full control of
their local training processes, including trojaned training
samples generation and local model training. However,
they do not have the ability to influence the privilege of
the central server such as changing aggregation rules, nor

to tamper the local training processes and model updates
of other participants.

• Zero-Knowledge. Attackers have no background knowl-
edge. Specifically, they know neither the aggregation
rules F used by the central sever, nor the local training
datasets and local models on other participants. We claim
that zero-knowledge attacks are quite practical in various
scenarios, since the server may not make the aggregation
rule public in order to defend against model manipulators,
and local training dataset belongs to each participant is



(a) YT vs. BP (b) BT vs. BP (c) BP vs. BP

Fig. 4. Samples with different catalytic features
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Fig. 5. ASR curves of four attacks on Krum (under both IID and Non-IID data distributions)

private and always being kept secret, and there exists a
secret communication channel between the server and
each participant for attack goal negotiations. We also
emphasize that it is very difficult for attackers to infer
the training sample distribution across participants due to
the non-iid feature of the samples.

• Self-Controlled. Unlike existing attacks, e.g., Sybil attack,
which assume a logically centralized attacker controlling
multiple worker devices by injecting fake worker devices
into the federated learning system or compromise benign

worker devices. We assume that attackers are loosely col-
laborated and launch attacks independently. It means that
the attackers will negotiate with each other to determine
the attack goal (i.g., the global trigger and target label),
but they will not share their local datasets and models,
even local trigger features which are privacy sensitive.

In FedTrojan, each attacker selects one benign feature
within scope of the learning task as its local trigger. Attackers
share a common goal of making the final trained global model
behave normally on regular inputs and misclassify inputs
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Fig. 6. ASR curves of four attacks on FLtrust (under both IID and Non-IID data distributions)

containing the global trigger (i.e., combination of all local
triggers) to a common target label. Additionally, we assume
the number of attackers in each training round is smaller than
half n. Otherwise, it would be easy for attackers to dominate
the federated training.

III. ATTACK DESIGN

A. Overview

In our FedTrojan, each attacker injects its local trigger
by modifying local training dataset. The attack consists of
the following three major steps. 1) Target label and trigger
features selection. The common target label of attackers, and
trigger features of each attacker are determined. 2) Training
sample generation. Each attacker selects a semantic catalytic
feature, and merges the feature with its trigger feature to form
trojaned samples. The training dataset of each attacker consists
of three parts: original regular samples, trojaned samples, and
samples of the semantic catalytic feature. 3) Federated Trojan
training. Attackers inject the global trojan through a federated
way in which each one injects its own trigger by training
its local model with the newly generated training dataset.

In the following subsections, we continue to use an animal
recognition task as the driving example where trigger labels
(i.e., the true labels of trigger features) are cat and dog, and
the target label is bird. See an example of FedTrojan in Fig.
1.

B. Target Label and Trigger Features Selection

First, attackers can make an agreement on a common target
label in a couple of different ways, e.g., majority voting,
through a the secret communication channel among them.

Second, each attacker can decide its own trojan and catalytic
features secretly without announcing to others, while it is
necessary to reveal the global trigger to all attackers (no one
knows the owner of a local trigger), in order to check if it
contains more than one feature and be used to activate trojan
in future.

We propose the following Secure Trigger Feature Selection
algorithm based on homomorphic encryption.

• First, encode labels of the learning task (which are public
known by all participants) to different prime numbers
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Fig. 7. ASR curves of four attacks on GeoMed (under both IID and Non-IID data distributions)

(this can be done by any attacker), and broadcast the
encoding scheme to all attackers.

• Second, each attacker selects its local trigger, and en-
crypts the corresponding prime number by running a
homomorphic encryption algorithm, and broadcasts the
encrypted primed number to other attackers.

• Third, attackers calculate the product of all encrypted
prime numbers, and jointly decrypt the result by using
their secret keys.

• Finally, find prime factorization in the result. The cor-
responding labels of those prime factors are triggers. If
only one trigger is found, then run STLS again.

For example, cat, dog, bird, horse are encoded to 2,3,5,7,
respectively. Alice, Bob and Carl encrypt their own labels
2,3 and 5, respectively. Then they calculate the product 30
securely. Since the prime factors of 30 are 2,3 and 5, they
figure out that cat, dog and bird are selected as trigger labels,
i.e., the composed global trigger is cat&dog&bird.

C. Training Sample Generation

We denote the subset of samples in Di belonging to label
ℓk ∈ Li (Li represents the set of labels in Di) as Di(ℓk), i.e.,
Di(ℓk) = {(x, y)|(x, y) ∈ D, y = ℓk}. ℓtri ∈ Li and ℓtar ∈
L = L1

⋃
...Li

⋃
...LN indicate the trigger label selected by

attacker Ai, and the common target label, respectively.
• Trojaned Sample Set D(m)

i . Ai takes the following ac-
tions. First, it selects mi samples from Di(ℓtri) randomly
to form M(tri)

i . Second, it selects a semantic catalytic
feature fi which is irrelevant to the learning task, and
randomly picks mi samples from F(fi), which refers to
a set of samples containing instances of fi, to form M(c)

i .
Third, it generates a set of trojaned samples, denoted as
D(m)

i , by mixing samples from M(tri)
i and M(c)

i in a
one-to-one model. Finally, it labels mixed samples with
the target label ℓtar.

• Normal Sample Set D(n). The set of normal samples is
D(n) = Di −M(tri)

i

• Catalytic Sample Set M(c)
i . The sample set of the seman-

tic catalytic feature fi is M(c)
i . Ai labels each sample in



it by randomly selecting a label ℓ from Li − ℓtri.

The training sample set is hence D′
i = D(m)

i +D(n)
i +M(c)

i .
Additionally, the trojaned samples should be much fewer than
the normal samples to avoid overfitting.

D. Federated Trojan Training

The adversarial objective of Ai in round t with dataset D′
i

and target label ℓtar is

w∗
i = argmax

wi

(
∑

xi∈D(m)
i

P [Lt+1(xi) = ℓtar]

+
∑

xj∈L(n)
i

P [Lt+1(xj) = yj ]

+
∑

xk∈M(c)
i

P [Lt+1(xk) = ℓ]),

where wi is the model parameter of Lt+1
i , and yj is the ground

truth label for a regular sample xj .
To this end, Ai runs an optimization algorithm of mini-batch

gradient descent with D′
i to obtain Lt+1

i , and then sends the
updated local model back to the central server. We emphasize
that Ai always re-generate its training sample set D′

i for each
round to avoid overfitting. In addition, although attackers can
start embedding local triggers from any round, we explain
that it is better to attack when the global model is close to
convergence.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Methodology

1) Datasets and Experiment Setup.: FedTrojan is evaluated
on MNIST [26], CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 [27] with both
IID and Non-IID data distributions. We build an FL system
with 100 participants. In each round, we select 10 participants
randomly, and two of them are attackers. In MNIST, the attack
goal is to misclassify samples with both two local triggers, i.e.,
0 and 1, to the target label 2, under the help of the catalytic
feature spot, denoted as 0&1(white spot) → 2. In CIFAR-
10 and CIFAR-100, the attack goals are cat&horse(spot) →
bird and rabbit&horse(spot) → apple, respectively.

The training samples are evenly distributed to all par-
ticipants. Particularly, to simulate Non-IID data, we divide
the training images using a Dirichlet distribution [28] with
hyperparameter 0.5. We use a 4-layer CNN with 405,600 pa-
rameters and an 8-layer CNN with 663,370 parameters trained
on MINST and CIFAR-10, respectively, and the ResNet-18
[29] with 1.64 million parameters trained on CIFAR-100.
Convolution kernel size is 5×5, and the activation functions of
convolution and fully connected layers are ReLu and Softmax.
Each training batch consists of 64 samples in which 5 samples
contain triggers. In a round, each selected participant uses
SGD and trains for 2 local epochs with the learning rates
of 0.01 (MINST and CIFAR-10) and 0.001(CIFAR-100). The
learning rate decay is set as 0.0005. All experiments are
implemented with PyTorch, and run on a server with 4 Core
i7-7100@3.90GHz CPUs, 2 NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080Ti
GPUs with 64 GB RAM each, and Ubuntu 16.04 OS.

2) Compared Attacks.: We compare FedTrojan with the
following three attacks: Non-semantic Global Trojan (NSGT)
[20]: Attackers use the same patch-based-trigger to train
trojaned models locally and submit them to the server. DBA
(Non-semantic Local Trojans) [25]: A patch-based trigger is
split into several parts. Distributed attacker is assigned to a
part, and trains its local model using samples stamped with
it. Semantic Global Trojan (SGT): A centralized version of
FedTrojan in which attackers uses the same semantic trigger
composed of multiple benign features to train local models.

3) Evaluation Metrics.: Providing a global model, we use
the following two metrics to evaluate the effectiveness and
preciseness of trojan attacks, respectively. 1) Attack Success
Rate (ASR): the percentage of inputs with the entire global
trigger being classified as the target label . 2) False Hit Rate
(FHR): the percentage of inputs with partial global trigger
being classified as the target label. A successful trojan attack
should has high ASR and low FHR.

B. Performance on FedAvg

First, we use FedAvg as the aggregation rule and run the
FL procedures without attackers. The main-task accuracies of
MNIST, CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 (with IID data distribu-
tions) are 98.3%, 75.2% and 68.6%, respectively. Then, we
re-check those main-task accuracies under FedTrojan and the
comparison attacks. Experimental results are listed in Table I.
It should be noted that, in non-semantic and semantic attacks,
the main-tasks refer to classify those testing samples without
tiggers and all testing samples (since semantic triggers can not
be separated from samples), respectively, which is the reason
why the main-task accuracy of DBA is slightly higher (no
more than 0.5%) than that of our FedTrojan.

Then, we examine the ASRs on global triggers and FHRs
on local triggers. The results are shown in Fig. 2. It can be
seen that although the ASRs of DBA is around 10% higher
than FedTrojan, the FHRs of DBA is extremely high, which
can be 10 times that of FedTrojan. SGT directly embeds a
global trigger into its target global model, thus can achieve
very low FHRs (approximate the same as that of FedTrojan),
however the ASRs are 53%, 55% and 71% that of FedTrojan,
in CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100 and MINST.

C. Attack Factors

We also discuss attack factors of FedTrojan. In this ex-
periment, we use IID data distribution on all datasets. Other
parameters are the same as described in the paper, unless
explicitly specified. In each setting, we generate 100 trojaned
testing samples to examine the trojaned model.

1) The Number of Trojaned Samples.: We set the number of
trojaned samples in each batch as 1, 2, 10 and 20, respectively,
and check the ASRs of FedTrojan. Fig. 3 illustrates the ASRs
in each round. We can see that even injecting only one
trojaned sample in each batch can obtain satisfactory ASRs
in all datasets, which proves the efficacy of our FedTrojan.
It’s intuitive that more trojaned samples should lead to a
high ASR, Moreover, we find that 10 trojaned samples a



TABLE I
MAIN-TASK ACCURACIES OF THE GLOBAL MODELS UNDER DIFFERENT

ATTACKS

Datasets MNIST CIFAR-10 CIFAR-100
DBA 96.7% 73.2% 66.1%

NSGT 95.0% 72.5% 65.5%
SGT 93.2% 71.7% 64.2%

FedTrojan 96.1% 72.8% 65.9%

TABLE II
ASRS VS. THE NUMBER OF ATTACKERS

Datasets MNIST CIFAR-10 CIFAR-100
2 81.3% 65.2% 58.4%
3 86.5% 72.3% 66.1%
4 92.1% 80.7% 74.2%

batch demonstrates the best performance rather than 20. We
speculate it is because a too large poison ratio means that the
attacker scales up the weight of a local model of low accuracy,
which reduces to the accuracy of the global model, and thus
the trojaned samples may be misclassified to another label
rather than the target one. Therefore, it’s better for FedTrojan
to remain stealthy in its local training by using a reasonable
poison ratio that also maintains accuracy on regular data.

2) The Number of Attackers.: We increase the number of
attackers in each round from two to four however the number
of local triggers is kept constant at two. In the setting of three
attackers, two of them hold the same local trigger, and the third
one holds another trigger. In the setting of four attackers, each
local trigger is held by two attackers. Table II lists the ASRs
under different numbers of attackers. There is no surprising
that increasing attackers can notably increases the ASR of
FedTrojan, in all datasets.

3) The Number of Local Triggers.: In this experiment,
we use three attackers to inject three local triggers. In
MNIST, we use 0, 1 and 2 as local triggers, white spot
as the catalytic feature, and 3 as the target label, indi-
cated as 0&1&2(white spot) → 3 . In CIFAR-10 and
CIFAR-100, we have cat&dog&horse(spot) → bird and
rabbit&cow&horse(spot) → apple, respectively. Table III
compares the ASRs and FHRs (the average of each local
trigger) of FedTrojan with two and three local triggers. We
can see that increasing the number of local triggers improves
the ASRs while leads to a slight increase of FHR (around
1%), which is because that more local triggers may has the
potential to active the global trojan.

TABLE III
ASRS AND FHRS VS. THE NUMBER OF LOCAL TRIGGERS

Tasks MNIST CIFAR-10 CIFAR-100
ASR FHR ASR FHR ASR FHR

2 81.3% 8.4% 65.2% 7.6% 58.4% 6.5%
3 91.6% 8.5% 80.6% 8.9% 72.7% 7.8%

TABLE IV
ASRS UNDER DIFFERENT CATALYTIC FEATURES

Catalytic Featrues ASR
Yellow Stripe (YT) vs. Black Spot (BP) 65%
Black Stripe (BT) vs. Black Spot (BP) 67%
Black Spot (BP) vs. Black Spot (BP) 65%

4) Catalytic Features: In the previous experiments, in each
setting, we assume the attackers to use the same catalytic
feature. Now we let attackers select catalytic features in-
dependently, and catalytic features with different patterns
and colors are used. We conduct experiments on CIFAR-
10, and consider two cases, i.e., two attackers holding the
catalytic features with same color and different patterns,
and with different colors and patterns. In the former and
latter case, we select {Y ellow Stripe vs. Black Spot} and
{Black Stripe vs. Black Spot} as catalytic feature pairs
(see examples in Fig. 4), respectively. The experimental results
shown in Table IV suggests that the selection of catalytic
features has little effect on the ASR of FedTrojan.

D. Effectiveness on Byzantine-robust FL

We examine the effectiveness of the four attacks on Krum
[30] , FLtrust [31], RFA (GeoMed) [32] and Median [33],
which are either distance-based or similarity-based. The ex-
perimental results are illustrated in Fig. 5-8. Fig. 5 shows that
FedTrojan outperforms the compared attacks under Krum in
all datasets with both IID and Non-IID data distributions. The
ASRs of FedTrojan are above 95% and up to 100% in all
cases. DBA fails under MNIST and IID CIFAR-10. NSGT and
SGT fail completely. In Fig. 6, we can see that, under FLtrust
and the Non-IID setting, all three compared attacks fail but
FedTrojan, the ASRs of which are around 40%. The reason is
that, in FedTrojan, local models demonstrate small differences
to the direction of model convergence, thus are assigned with
larger aggregation weights. In the IID setting, all attacks fail
under FLtrust. Fig. 7 illustrates that, in all datasets, FedTrojan
not only achieves notably higher ASRs but also converges
much faster than its comparisons under GeoMed in both the
IID and Non-IID settings. For example, the ASR of FedTrojan
in CIFAR-10 reaches 80% in round 30. By contrast, the ASR
of SGT is only 30%, and DBA and NSGT fail with an ASR of
zero. In Fig. 8, it can be seen that, in CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-
100, the performance of FedTrojan is significantly better than
that of SGT and NSGT under Median, and is similar to that
of DBA, although in MINST, all attacks fail under Median.

V. RELATED WORK

A. Model Manipulation Attacks

Yao et al. [34] propose a latent trojan program that can be
embedded into the ‘teacher’ model so that the it is implanted
with latent trojan on non-existent output labels. The trojan is
injected completely and activated when the ‘teacher’ model is
inherited by the ‘student’ model through transfer learning. Lin
et al. [21] introduce a composite attack, which uses triggers
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Fig. 8. ASR curves of four attacks on Median (under both IID and Non-IID data distributions)

consisting of multiple benign features within scope to evade
backdoor scanning procedures, which can be seen as the global
version of our FedTrojan, and applying it to FL directly will
lead to a high FHR. Fang et al. [35] propose a local model
poisoning attack against Byzantine-robust FL, where the goal
of the attacker is to build a local model on each affected
working devices such that the global model deviates the most
towards the inverse of the direction along which the before-
attack global model would change.

B. Trojan Attacks against Federated Learning

Trojan attacks in FL have been extensively studied. For
example, Bagdasaryan et al. [20] propose a trojan attack
in which an attacker trains the trojaned model locally and
submits it to the server. To make the attack more effective, an
explicit boosting strategy is proposed. The attacker expands
the weight of the poisoning model to ensure that the trojan
can survive the average. DBA [25] is a weakly negotiated
trojan attack. Attackers only need to make agreements on:
1) a small patch-based trojan pattern (i.e., global trigger); 2)
how the global trigger is segmented into local triggers; 3) the

assignment of local triggers to individuals, in advance. Then,
each attacker embeds the assigned local trigger into its local
model separately. However DBA suffered high FHR. Huang
[36] introduces a dynamic trojan attack to deal with the change
of adversarial targets, by connecting meta-learning with trojan
attacks in FL settings. The attacker can learn a versatile model
from previous experiences, and adapt the model easily to new
adversarial tasks with a few of examples .

C. Byzantine-robust Federated Learning

Blanchard et al. [30] propose an aggregation rule named
Krum, which can tolerate f Byzantine attakcers out of n
participants. In Krum, the server chooses one from n local
models that is most similar to all other models as the global
model, rather than by calculating their average. Cao et al. [31]
propose FLTrust to provide a trust mechanism for FL, using a
small root dataset to generate a server model in order to decide
the trust scores of the local models of participants. The server
updates the global model using a weighted average of multiple
local model parameters. Chen et al. [33] calculate the median
on each dimension among all local modeled, and used the



obtained median on each dimension to form the global model.
Pillutla et al. [32] design a robust FL algorithm RFA based
on the classical geometric median. RFA preserves the privacy
of participants by iteratively invoking the secure multiparty
computation primitives.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a zero-knowledge federated trojan
attack FedTrojan against FL. In FedTrojan, each attacker
selects a benign semantic feature within scope as well as a
semantic catalytic feature un-related to the task to train its
local model in a way that the task-related feature is injected
secretly into the local model, i.e., can not be activated by
the feature. Those local triggers are assembled into a global
trigger by taking advantage of model aggregating on the server
side. Extensive evaluations demonstrate that FedTrojan is more
effective and precise than existing works both under FedAvg
and Byzantine-robust FL schemes.
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